
 

 
 

Baby is  a Cool Machine 

Aria Dean 

How  do you begin to unburden an object bound to nothing when you too are 

tethered to nothingness?  No body. No history. No landscape. How  do you release it 
from the clamor of its own form?   Do you encode it, burn it, drown it in the yazoo? 

This seems impossible given that you and the object have been given no option but 

to toe the line between art and artifact. Doing the most and the least at the same 

time while doing nothing at all. Why do objects speak and must they at all?  The 

keystone is a farce because you are the cornerstone and the market was driven and 

is driven by you. In unburdening the object you lay yourself bare, but who will 

relieve you? 

 

American Medium is pleased to present Baby is a Cool  Machine, an exhibition of 

new  works by artist, writer, and curator Aria Dean. In her first exhibition with the 

gallery - and her first solo exhibition - Dean hones in on her materially-driven 

examination of the situation of blackness in the United States. Baby is a Cool 
Machine binds this study to an interrogation of objects-for-themselves. For Dean, 

these two situations - that of blackness and that of the art object’s status - are 

irrevocably entangled. 



 

To this end, Baby is a Cool  Machine abstractly excavates Dean’s own family history, 

approaching by way of the landscape of the American South and its mythologies. 

She considers the particularity of this history and its entanglement in a shared and 

genericized historical  narrative, continuing her interest in the multiple valences of 

identification, experience, and the (im)balance of the individual  and the collective, 

of the continuous and the discrete. 

 

Dean simultaneously deconstructs, dissects, and discredits the materials that she 

employs, beseeching her audiences to pursue more from what is presented to 

them, creating works that rebuke their previously encoded meaning and their own 

virality, drawing out and exploiting the weak bonds of language and signs, and 

redistributing the weight of materialism. 

 

– Hanna Girma 

 

Aria Dean is an artist, writer, and curator based in Los Angeles, CA. She currently 

holds the position of assistant curator of net art & digital  culture at Rhizome. Her 

writing has been featured in Artforum, Art in America, The New  Inquiry, Real  Life 

Magazine, Topical  Cream Magazine, Mousse Magazine, CURA Magazine, and X-TRA 

Contemporary Art Quarterly. She has exhibited at Arcadia Missa (London), 

Knockdown Center (NY), and Chateau Shatto (LA) among other venues. Dean has 

spoken at the New  Museum, UCLA, The New  School, and Machine Project. She also 

co-directs Los Angeles project space As It Stands LA. 

 



Aria Elise Dean//b.1993  

SELECTED ONE AND TWO PERSON EXHIBITIONS 
2017  White Ppl Think I’m Radical, Arcadia Missa, London, February 18-April 29 

SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS 
2017  On Plane Air, Air de Paris, September 15-November 2017 
  Condo New York, Chateau ShaJo at Foxy ProducLon, NYC, June 29-July 28, 2017 
  At This Stage, Chateau ShaJo, Los Angeles, June 10-August 12, 2017 

Formal Complaint, Knockdown Center, NYC, April 15-June 4 

2016  Lost Wax, As it Stands, Los Angeles, May 20-June 12 
Hannah Boone, Aria Dean, and Meredith Hillbrand, Club Pro, Los Angeles, May 13-
June 2   
West Hollywood, AALA, Los Angeles, March 12-May 7 

2015  Bald Desire, As It Stands, Los Angeles, October 25-November 7 

SELECTED WRITING 
2017  “The Demand Remains,” The New Inquiry, March 28, 2017 

“WriJen and BiJen: Ulysses Jenkins and the Non-Ontology of Blackness,” 
X-TRA Contemporary Art Quarterly, Winter 2016/2017  

2016  “The EroLcs of the Black Crowd,” exhibiLon essay for Wandering/WILDING at  
  IMT Gallery, London 

“CriLcs’ Picks: Alex Da Corte at Art + PracLce,” ArNorum, July 2016 
“Poor Meme, Rich Meme,” Real Life Magazine, 7/25/16 
“Closing the Loop,” The New Inquiry, 3/1/16 

2015  “Select All: Toward a Xenofeminist Future,” Topical Cream Magazine, 7/30/15 
“Amalia Ulman–Gentle DecepLon,” Topical Cream, 6/1/15 

SELECTED LECTURES/PRESENTATIONS 
2017  “Notes on BlacceleraLon,” Reed College, September 1, 2017 

“Blackness Against the Digital,” University of the Arts, Helsinki, April 2017 
“Busta Rhymes at the End of the World,” Machine Project, LA, Feb. 24, 2017 
“Our Bodies, Online” panel at the New School, February 7, 2017  

2016  “Blackness in CirculaLon,” panel at Open Score,  New Museum, Dec. 10, 2016 
“Due West,” Arcadia Missa/Dominica Reading at LACA, Los Angeles  (Feb. 2016) 

SELECTED PRESS 
2017   

“(In)visibility  in New Black Portraiture: Aria Dean and Hamishi Farah in Dialogue 
AQNB interview (w/ Hamishi Farah), March 2017 
“Wilding ConLnued: A ConversaLon with Aria Dean,” Contemptorary 

2016  “Overview: Los Angeles ReflecLons” by Jonathan Griffin, Art in America,  
June 29, 2016 
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